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Abstract 

An optimal query has been defined as one 
which will recover all the known relevant 
documents of a query in their best 
probability of relevance ranking. We have 
slightly modified the definition so that 
it also allows one to trace its evolution 
from the original to the optimal via the 
various feedback stages. Such a query can 
be constructed by modifying the original 
query with terms from the known relevant 
documents. It is pointed out that such a 
term addition strategy differs materially 
from other approaches that add terms based 
on term association with all query terms, 
and calculated from the whole document 
collection. The effect of viewing a 
document as constituted of components, and 
hence affecting the weighting and 
retrieval results of of the optimal query, 
is also discussed. 

i. Introduction 

Given a query statement representing the 
needs of a user, an Information Retrieval 
(IR) system attempts to arrange the items 
in a document collection in descending 
order of probability of relevance to the 
user. In this paper, we will be 
interested in queries that are represented 
simply as a vector of weighted index terms 
[1]. It is generally true that the query 
first presented by the user may not be the 
best formulation of his or her needs, and 
that some modifications (such as term 
addition, deletion, or simply term weight 
changes) is necessary to obtain better 
retrieval results. There are many ways by 
which an original query may be modified 
such as using a predefined thesaurus, 
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which may be manually generated based on 
term meaning [2], or automatically 
generated based on term co-occurrence 
statistics [1,3,4]. Recent investigations 
have relied more heavily on user feedback 
information, rendering the modifications 
more adaptive. For example, in [5,6], 
query terms were re-weighted (based on a 
term independence model) after some 
relevance information was obtained from 
the user, and this could iteratively 
approach an optimal upper-bound retrieval 
result. In [7,8,9,10], the above 
technique was extended to include query 
term additions as well. First a structure 
of term association, which may be a 
maximum spanning tree or a graph, was 
determined from the whole document 
collection, and this was used to identify 
candidate terms for addition to the query. 
Feedback relevance information was then 
employed to provide term dependency 
weighting for the expanded query term set. 
Significant improvements to retrieval 
results have been observed in all these 
methods compared to those obtained without 
query re-weighting or modification. 

In these approaches, the structure of term 
association that has to be constructed 
initially for each collection can be quite 
expensive. In a real-life environment, 
the collection can grow substantially in a 
period of time, and one has to provide for 
a strategy of whether and how to modify 
this structure dynamically, or to re- 
structure from scratch. In addition, the 
mathematical formulation of term 
dependency leads to a non-linear 
similarity function between the query and 
a document, which is not easy to deal 
with. It is also not clear how much 
improvements to retrieval results is due 
to the incorporation of term dependency, 
and how much is due to term addition only. 
The latter is indirectly dependent on term 
dependency information. For example, 
although in one experiment in [8] it was 
shown that the explicit term dependency 
formulation was found to be more important 
than term addition, in another [8] it has 
been found that a linear similarity 
function with the appropriate term 
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weighting, together with query term 
expansion, could be as effective as the 
non-~[inear similarity function with the 
same term expansion. 

Since the explicit term dependency 
formulation requires much more parameter 
estiraation and hence difficult to use, it 
is generally preferable to assume term 
expansion can take care of a large part of 
the dependency, and to use term 
independent weighitng for the expanded 
query [9,11]. In this paper we would like 
to explore less expensive methods of 
identifying terms to add to a query. In 
[12], the concept of an optimal query has 
been introduced. It was shown that, if 
one knows in advance the answer documents 
to a query, then the best query that can 
retrieve these answers can be defined. In 
[13], Yu pursued the same reasoning, and 
in [14] Chow and Yu defined an optimal 
query that lead to retrieval results 
ordered on the probability of relevance. 
These approaches can be viewed from the 
idea of document indexing based on a 
Principle of Document Self-Recovery that 
we recently introduced [15], and in this 
paper we would like to re-examine these 
issues. 

2. Indexinq based on a Principle o_f 
Document Self-Recovery 

In [15,16] we have introduced a method for 
the indexing and weighting of a document. 
The idea is that to index a document, we 
need to consider its relationship with the 
other documents of the collection. Given 
a document called the source, if a few 
associated ones relevant to it are also 
known, then its topics and contents could 
be represented (indexed and weighted) in 
such a way that its representation would 
recover this relevant set of documents 
optimally amongst the collection. Optimal 
here means that if this representation is 
regarded as a 'query', then the relevant 
set of documents would be retrieved in 
their best order based on the odds 
function of the probability of relevance, 
namely, P(+RI doc)/[l-P(+RIdoc ) ] , where 
P(+RIdoc) is the probability that given 
the representative features of 'doc', it 
will be found relevant to the topics of 
the source. Thus, it is found that the 
source document should be indexed by all 
terms present in the relevant set 
including the source itself, and that each 
term, say term k, should be weighted by 
the familiar function: 

Pk qk 
w k = log [ ....... / ....... ] 

l-p k l-q k 

= wPk - wqk (la) 

with 

Pk = P(Yk =I]+R), qk = P(Yk =II-R) 
(ib) 

Here, pk (qk) is the probability that 
given relevance +R (non-relevance -R) to 
the source document, that term k will be 
present (y~=l). The usual assumption of 
term independence in the relevant and non- 
relevant set has been used. Thus, every 
document can be represented in an optimal 
fashion that makes use of all known 
information about it and its relationship 
with the other items of the collection. 
When a collection does not contain 
knowledge of the relevant associates of a 
source document (which is usually the 
case), one can still apply the theory to 
the components of a document as discussed 
in [15], the set of components playing the 
part of a relevant set. Components are 
text units of unambiguous concepts and are 
to be independent. Depending on what we 
choose as document components, we would 
obtain different weighting formulae based 
on Equation i. This has been called 
indexing based on a Principle of Document 
Self-Recovery [15]. The candidate 
components may be single stems, phrases, 
sentences, or the whole document 
(abstract). 

In the next section, we will apply the 
above reasoning to the relationship of a 
query (being modified via feedback 
information) with its answer documents, 
and tQ its representation. It turns out 
that this view has certain advantages 
compared to some previous studies of the 
same situation. 

3. Query Modification during Relevance 
Feedback 

As discussed earlier, it is useful to 
consider the retrieval operation as an 
iterative process. The query is modified 
as more relevance feedback information is 
gained, and eventually approaches the 
optimal one when all relevant documents 
are known. Since the original query 
statement first proposed by the user 
describes the topics wanted (perhaps 
approximately or incompletely), it should 
be taken as fully relevant to the user's 
intended content needs. Thus we would 
regard the original query itself as a 
fictitious but relevant (short) document 
and is now added to the document 
collection, thus incrementing the size of 
the collection from N to N+i, and slightly 
perturbing the other term frequencies as 
well. This is done so that we could make 
use of all available information, 
especially information about relevant item 
characteristics, and the query is regarded 
as one of them. In what follows we will 
consider the query as it goes through the 
various stages of relevance feedback 
iteration. 
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3.1 Initial Stage 

At this stage, which we may call the 0-th 
iteration, the only item known to be 
relevant is the fictitious document 
(query) itself. When this is considered 
in relation to the collection which has 
been augmented to size N+I, we end up with 
the following 2x2 table for each query 
term, say term k: 

+R -R 

+Idx 

-Idx 

1 n k nk+l 

0 N-n k N-n k 

1 N N+i 

(Here n k is the document frequency for 
term k of the original collection, +R 
denote relevance/non-relevance to the 
query, and +Idx denote the term being used 
for indexing or not). Substituting for the 
probability definitions in Equation i, 
we are led to the following weighting 
formula for each query term: 

w k = C + log (N-nk)/n k (2) 

where C is (theoretically) a large 
constant. This is exactly the Combination 
Match formula introduced by Croft and 
Harper in [17]. However, the estimation 
of C is unsound at this stage because the 
number of relevant item is only one. It 
is usual to set this constant to 0, 
leaving only the logarithm term, which is 
essentially the Inverse Document Frequency 
(IDF) weighting introduced by Sparck-Jones 
[18], and which has been experimentally 
determined to give good retrieval results 
under many circumstances. Thus, to start 
the retrieval process, the best one could 
use is the original query weighted as in 
Equation 2. The above argument is 
equivalent to using the whole document as 
a component; if other linguistic 
constructs are used as components, other 
formulae will result, see [15]. 

3.2 The i-th Iteration stage 

At this stage, we would have accumulated 
all the known relevant documents up to the 
(i-l)-th stage, numbering c I. Our aim is 
to make use of these c I relevant items and 
the original query (totalling cl+l) to 
define an effective query representation 
for the i-th retrieval. The original 
query is intrinsically and fully relevant. 
Each of the c I documents however, although 
identified as relevant in an overall 
fashion by the user, may contain 
components that are not useful or 
necessary for the retrieval. As explained 
in [15], documents can generally be multi- 
disciplinary, involving many topics and 
concepts, and that a user may find only a 

portion of the item useful and relevant. 
These documents we would call them 
external relevant items. It would be 
extremely useful if relevance feedback can 
involve the user to provide information on 
which components of a document (such as 
terms, phrases, sentences, etc.) are 
actually describing the topics of 
retrieval, thus allowing for much sharper 
and more precise feedback. Unfortunately 
current systems or evaluated databases 
generally do not have these finer details 
available. Under this limited 
circumstance, methods must be devised to 
select from the external relevant items 
only those index terms that are deemed 
most useful for modifying the original 
query. Indiscriminate additions of terms 
may make the modified query migrate to 
unwanted territories and may lead to worse 
retrieval than without modification [ii]. 
In addition, although one is supposed to 
incorporate all index terms from all 
relevant items to define the query at this 
stage, this can lead to a representation 
that may be hundreds of terms long and 
would be unwieldly large. Some truncation 
method is therefore a necessity, and hence 
this also calls for more specific feedback 
information from the user. 

Methods for helping to select the useful 
terms for query modification from the set 
of candidate terms formed from all the 
external relevant items appear to be very 
limited, because of the scarce information 
available at this stage. Incorporation of 
the original query, which is the only 
intrinsic relevant item, should have a 
stabilizing effect to prevent the modified 
query from deviating from the original 
content needs. This paper does not deal 
with this problem, but rather looks at the 
easier final stage when all relevant items 
are known, as discussed in the next 
section. 

3.3 The Final COptimal) Stage 

At the final stage, all relevant documents 
are known and they have been employed to 
define an optimal query in [14]. This 
definition specifically excludes the 
original query. However, as part of the 
iteration chain presented in the previous 
sections, it appears to be logical and 
would be very useful to include the 
original query (i.e. the fictitious 
document) among the relevant items, 
especially in the intermediate stages. We 
will therefore count this fictitious 
document in when defining the optimal 
query. The advantages of doing this for 
weighting purposes will be apparent in our 
discussion in Section 4. In [5], Robertson 
and Sparck-Jones also used an optimal 
query for their retrospective retrieval, 
leading to their upper bound results. The 
difference is that they considered the 
query terms as fixed and static, only the 
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weighting was modified. 

4. i~Dproximations t_o the Final Stage 
Optimal Query 

At the final feedback stage, all relevant 
items are known. Chow and Yu [14], as 
well as our Principle of Document Self- 
Recovery (Section 2), have shown how the 
optimal query Q should be constructed. At 
this point, we would like to make an 
observation. Let us partition the optimal 
query inqo three set, of terms: Q* = Q*i u 
Q-2 u Q-3, where Q~I contains original 
query terms that also occur in the 
(external) relevant documents, Q~2 
contains query terms that do not, and Q*3 
contains terms from the relevant documents 
but not in the original query, see Fig. i. 
The optimal query therefore implies that 
any additional terms to be used for 
expanding the original query should be 
terms associated only with those of Q*i, 
and occurring in the relevant set only. 
This differs materially from the approach 
taken in [7,8,9,10]. There, the method of 
term addition is based on the assumption 
that all the original query terms are 
necessary, and that terms highly 
associated with them in the whole 
collection (i.e. relevant and non- 
relevant) would also be useful. Highly 
associated terms are usually regarded as 
semantically associated as well. However, 
these terms are dependent on the 
characteristics of the collection as a 
whole, but may not necessarily reflect the 
specific content required of a particular 
query. Thus, if we are to believe in the 
optimal query, then the latter approach 
might not be adding the most effective 
terms. This observation is also suggested 
in [ii]. 

Considering the three sets of terms in the 
optimal query again, we see that the first 
set is the most significant because they 
are used in the original query and 
confirmed in some relevant documents. The 
second set contains "terms that do not 
appear in any relevant documents (except 
in the fictitious one). They would 
directly affect the ranking of non- 
relevant documents only, and some or all 
of them may perhaps be truncated. The 
third set are terms associated with the 
first set and appearing in some relevant 
documents, but there are usually too many 
of them and have to be truncated. Hence, 
as in Section 3.2, it is desirable to have 
user relevance feedback information at the 
component level. In [14], a method of 
approximating the optimal query has been 
considered. With each of the terms in the 
three sets, we can estimate a weight given 
by Equation i. Let us sort the terms in 
descending order of their l w~l values. 
Chow and Yu have proved that i~ a single 
term is to be removed from the optimal 
query, then the last one with the smallest 
lwl value should be chosen, because it 

will lead to the least disturbance from 
the optimal arrangement of documents. The 
proof was involved, and it does not seem 
to have been extended to justify using the 
same consideration for removing additional 
terms. We do not have a proof either. A 
trivial case that will satisfy the above 
process for all terms is when the sequence 
of lWkl values obey the folowing criteria: 

lWkl = ~j>k lwj I for all k. (3) 

For then, when we consider creating the 
query by adding one term at a time 
according to the sequence of descending 
!w~l values, the pairs of new document 
inaex term patterns spawned at each step 
never cross each other on the w scale, and 
the optimal arrangement of documents will 
be retained at all steps of single term 
removal in ascending order of lWkl (Fig. 
2). However, we cannot expect the 
condition of Equation 3 to be satisfied in 
real situations. Intuitively, extending 
Chow and Yu's method to include the 
removal of additional terms seems to make 
sense. For, a term with positive w k (i.e. 
wPk > wqk, and hence Pk > qk ) wilI serve 
to promote a larger proportion of relevant 
items than non-relevant ones, and a term 
with negative w k will serve to demote also 
a larger proportion of non-relevant items 
than relevant ones on the average. The 
larger a value it is, the more effective 
it will be. Hence a workable strategy 
may be to retain candidate terms that have 
the largest lwl values, and is simple to 
implement. Either a cut-off value of lwl 
(obtained from a lwl versus term rank 
curve), or simply a predetermined query 
size can be used for truncation. What is 
a standard size is of course highly 
subjective, but our experience with 
profiles of document clusters [19] 
suggests that a size of an average 
dcoument (somewhere between 15 to 35 
terms) would probably be appropriate. 

As discussed in Section 3.3, our 
definition of the optimal query includes 
the original query, so that we can trace 
the query evolution from the initial to 
the final stage. We believe it has value 
in that it plays a part in stabilising the 
retrieval to the content of the user's 
needs (except in the case when the 
original query is completely misleading -- 
probably very rare). It also has the 
advantage that some of the probability 
estimates for Equation 1 may be made 
definite under some circumstances. For 
example, all candidate terms would have 
occurrence frequency of at least one in 
the relevant set and the problems of 
estimation mentioned in [9] could be 
avoided somewhat. When the total number 
of known relevant documents (c*) is small, 
say two or three, many candidate terms 
will appear in all of them, leading to a 
pathological estimate of Pk = 1 if only 
relevant documents are used. Inclusion of 
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the original query in these circumstances 
however give an estimate of Pk = 
c*/(c*+l), if these terms d~ jot appear in 
the original query. When c is large, the 
presence of this query will have 
immaterial effect. In the case of a term 
present in both the original query and all 
the relevant documents, we have a 
degenerate case of Pk = i; in this 
situtation however, we have reason to 
assign a value approaching 1 for p,.. If 
the terms in the Q ~ set are ignore~, our 
definition of an optimal query would be 
similar to that of [14], except for the 
weighting. 

We are currently designing programs to 
perform experiments on this process of 
optimal query construction and using 
various approximation methods. We hope 
that results and observations with this 
final stage may help us in the 
construction of effective queries for the 
intermediate stages as well. The above 
discussion has been considered with the 
whole document regarded as a monolithic 
unit for weighting purposes. As discussed 
in [15], it is also reasonable to view 
each document as constituted of 
components, such as single stems or 
sentences. These various modes can lead 
to quite different weighting schemes and 
hence to different optimal queries. The 
mode that gives the best retrieval result 
at this final stage may also provide 
judgment as to which component type best 
describes the document collection. 
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